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NEW QUESTION: 1
Following the deployment of a wireless network for data and
voice services, an engineer is to validate the coverage. Which
type of survey is required to ensure coverage?
A. calibrating
B. passive
C. active
D. fingerprinting
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
A customer has eight new client computers that do not have
operating systems installed. The customer plans to purchase
Windows 7 and install Windows 7 on the client computers. You
need to recommend which type of Windows 7 license the customer
should purchase. The solution must minimize licensing costs.
Which type of license should you recommend?
A. Open Value
B. Open Business with Microsoft Software Assurance
C. Full Packaged Product (FPP)
D. OEM

Answer: A
Explanation:
Open Value is for organizations with as few as five desktop PCs
and offers the advantages of Software Assurance, simplified
license management, and an annual payment structure. The Open
Value program offers three options: Company-wide,
Non-Company-wide, and Open Value Subscription.
Incorrect:
OEM: Can only use on new computers. FPP: more expensive. Open
Business with Microsoft Software Assurance:
More costly and includes features that is not necessary here:
Note: Software Assurance for Small Business Free up your
valuable time to focus on the critical activities that keep
your business competitive, such as finding new customers and
hiring new talent. Software Assurance lets you Take advantage
of productivity increases with new versions of Microsoft
software as soon as they are available.
Help employees be more productive with convenient, online
training developed by the experts at Microsoft.
Increase employee efficiency with Microsoft Office through the
Home Use Program (HUP), which offers your employees Office
programs to use at home, via a low-cost download. This can
reduce the time getting familiar with new software and may also
reduce your business' support needs since Microsoft supports
HUP software use at home.
Reference:
Guide to Microsoft Volume Licensing
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Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
https://aws.amazon.com/redshift/faqs/?nc1=h_ls Q: What happens
to my data warehouse cluster availability and data durability
if my data warehouse cluster's Availability Zone (AZ) has an
outage? If your Amazon Redshift data warehouse cluster's
Availability Zone becomes unavailable, you will not be able to
use your cluster until power and network access to the AZ are
restored. Your data warehouse cluster's data is preserved so
you can start using your Amazon Redshift data warehouse as soon
as the AZ becomes available again. In addition, you can also
choose to restore any existing snapshots to a new AZ in the
same Region. Amazon Redshift will restore your most frequently
accessed data first so you can resume queries as quickly as
possible.
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